AII amacrine cells in the inner nuclear layer of bat retina: identification by parvalbumin immunoreactivity.
The purpose of this investigation is to characterize parvalbumin-immunoreactive (PV-IR) amacrine cells in bat retina through immunocytochemistry, quantitative analysis, and confocal microscopy. PV immunoreactivity was present in ganglion cell and inner nuclear layers. The regular distribution of PV-IR neurons, the inner marginal locations of their cell bodies in the inner nuclear layers, and the distinctive bilaminar morphologies of their dendritic arbors in the inner plexiform layers suggested that these PV-IR cells were AII amacrine cells. PV-IR neurons were double labeled forcalretinin, a marker for AII cells. These results indicate that PV antibodies can be used to label AII cells selectively in bats. The existence of AII cells suggests that bats have retinas involved in both rod-driven and cone-driven signals.